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shown only lukewarm support. In addition to firming up Latin 
American unity vis-a-vis the industrialized states in multilateral 
negotiations, Brazil hopes a reinvigorated integration movement, 
with its economy playing the key role, would increase ·its own 
opportunities for trade and investment in South America, 

In short, Brazil has effectively and peacefully consolidated 
its neighbors' recognition of its status as the principal or most 
influential nation in South America. To speak of this relationship 
as "dominance" or "consolidation of hegemony," based on geopolitical 
designs, however, is an overstatement and an unwarranted transposi
tion to South America of the conflictful atmosphere of higly 
competitive national security politics more characteristi.c of some 
other regions of the world (D 'Adesky, 1979; Tambs', 1979). 

Central knerica and the Caribbean remain areas of lesser 
concern to Brazil, although some ministerial visits took place 
during the first two years of the Figueiredo government. Brazil 
stays as noncommittal as possible regarding revolutionary movements 
in the region, and continues to be disinterested in resuming rela
tions with Cuba. Several attempts were made to deepen relations 
vith Mexico through presidential visits and package agreements, but 
past neglect and Mexico's economic preoccupation with the United 
States proved to be formidable obstacles. Little concrete progress 
was achieved through the 1970s, even on sales of more Mexican oil to 
Brazil though numerous binational projects now on paper may become 
operational in the 1980s. 

Brazil's Global Foreign Policies 

Relations with Washington were the source of the greatest 
friction in the decade. The Nixon and Ford administrations sought 
to court Brazil as the chief U.S. ally in South America, perhaps as 
a regional surrogate power under the Nixon Doctrine. This policy 
was based on the erroneous assumptYon that Brazil's subservience in 
the 1960s would continue through the decade of the 1970s. A 1976 
memorandum of understanding set up a system of mutual consultation 
and cooperation which soon floundered. Brazil reacted positively to 
the promotion in status implied by the agreement, but did not intend 
to play the role of American protege. Although the Carter adminis� 
tration recognized_Brazil as a country of growing importance, the 
relationship soured in 1977-1978 over the issues of nuclear power 
and human rights (Fishlow, 1978-1979)--two of the global functional 
concerns shaping U.S. foreign policy under that administration. 
These two points of conflict were further aggravated by trade 
disagreements unresolved from the early 1970s. Brazil and West 
Germany successfully resisted American pressure to overturn their 
nuclear agreement, while in response to American auditing of human 
rights performance as a precondition for continued foreign aid, 
Brazil cancelled a 1952 military assistance agreement with the U.S. 
and refused further American military aid. A period of coolness in 
relations followed, unalleviated by the prudent style of Carter's 
April 1978 trip to Brazil, as both Presidents Geisel and Figueiredo 
declined to include a visit to the United States in their foreign 
travels. By the end of the Carter administration, the prospect of 
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resuming closer relations on a new basis of more equal partnership 
was becoming accepted on both sides and most of the uneasiness of 
the 1977-1978 diplomatic "confrontation" had disappeared, 

Brazil stood up to the United States and the Americans backed 
down, showing that relations with Washington were now manageable 
rather than overwhelming. As a result of Brazil's long-run policy 
of diversification toward Japan and Western Europe, the importance 
of the United States for Brazil was reduced, and hence the polit
ical leverage it could (or was willing to) bring to bear was less. 
Both a general retraction of American interest and influence in 
South America and Bra_zil' s growing capabilities which provided new 
foreign policy alternatives combined to provide Brasilia with a 
wider margin of maneuver vis-a-vis Washington than either capital 
would have. imagined twelve years earlier when many in Washington 
considered Brazil an American client state. If. the 1976 Kissinger
Silveira memorandum recognized Brazil's significance t_o the United 
States, the results of the Carter-Geisel summit of 1978 recognized 
Brazil's efficacy in autonomous pursuit of its own interests. 

Beyond the attractiveness of Western European and Japanese 
commerce, capital, technology, and finance, several other trends 
directed Brazil's attention to extrahemispheric matters. The 
increase in oil prices and uncertainties of supply necessitated 
finding new sources and means of payment, but little could be 
expected from Latin American producers relative to the size of 
Brazil's demand. Brazil's outwardly-oriented development model led 
to greater dependence on the global international system, which 
heightened awareness of the value of multilateral diplomacy in 
global forums and functional organizations (Selcher, 1978). Having 
taken care to establish the nation's Third World credentials, 
Brazilian_ diplomats built upon a record of interaction with 
developing countries in international organizations to promote 
Brazil as a leader in fostering a new type of interLDC cooperation, 
particularly in Latin America, Africa, and the Middle East. 

The European Economic Community (EEC) became Brazil's. chief 
economic partner in the, 1970s, with West Germany in the forefront, 
followed by the United Kingdom and France. Although Western Europe 
is even less aware of Bra�il's rising significance than the United 
States, more news about Brazil is published there than previously 
and the negative image of Brazil as a notorious violator of human 
rights has begun to improve. Consultative agreements w_ith London, 
Paris, Rome, and Bonn, though not yet achieving the high-level 
dialogues envisioned, have had a positive qualitative effect, 
however slight, on the perception those capitols_ have of Brazil. 
The political liberalization experiment is being watched with 
special interest by Western European social democrats, and, if 
successful, would ease political relations with democratic govern
ments considerably. The position· of Brazil in Western Europe was 
highlighted by the visits of Valery Giscard d'Estaing (1978), 

-Helmut Schmidt (1979), and Adolfo Su�rez (1979), and the signing of
a cooperation agreement with the EEC in 1980 among other events.

Relations with Eastern Europe, in contras.t, are restricted to
trade and limited transfer of technology in energy matters, with
Brazil's exports to that region far outweighing its imp�rts. Poland




















